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Longer Hours Needed for Lane Library? Black History Month
By BJ English

' 3y Merilee Brigdon

Rumor has
it that Lane Li
brary is consid
ering staying
open 24 hours a
day, but rumor
is all it is, ac
cording to li
brary director
Ben Lee.
Lee cites
the impossibili
ties and liabili
ties of keeping
the library open
24 hours a day
in an urban
area. He includes problems with
homeless people using the li
brary for shelter; paying staff to
maintain the building at all
hours; and providing protection
for peop le using the library at
late night hours. But, as the uni
versity grows, the need for
longer library hours is definitely
becoming a problem for many
students who f ind it difficult to
use the facilities in their time off
from work and families.
The library is open from
7:30 to 11:00 Monday through
Thursday, from 7:30 to 5:00 on
Friday, 10:00 to 7:00 on Satur
day, and from noon to 11:00 on
Sunday. T he library also closes
on most holidays, including
Martin Luther King Jr. Day and
St. Patrick's Day, which typi
cally falls o n a reading day be
fore finals.
Students have complained
that the library should open ear
lier on weekends, stay open later
on Fr idays and Saturdays, and
remain open on holidays that fall

How it all began:
In 1915, Carter G. Woodson,
a noted black scholar named " the
: "ather of b lack history", initiated
Black History Week on February
12, 1926. For years the second
week in February (chosen to in
clude the birthday of Frederick
' Douglas) was celebrated by Afri
can Americans in the United
States. In the 1960's Black His
tory Week wasexpanded to Black
History Month. The month of
february has remained Black His
tory Month nowfor over30 years.
The month ofFebruary is sig
nificant and recognizedin African
American history for the birthdays
during midterms and final exams.
We interviewed several stu
dents, many of whom felt the
hours were adequate, and a
greater majority who told us that
they had never used the library
and didn't know what hours it
was open.
Some students were more
interested in library improve
ments such as better lighting,
comfortable chairs, more group
study areas and better reference
periodicals to meet the needs of
all majors on campus.
Gregory Dorr, a student at
AASU, said that he had visited
the libraries at other senior uni
versities in Georgia and that
their hours were comparable to
those at Lane Library. He did
state that these libraries opened
earlier on Sundays. "I think that
opening at 10:00 on Sunday is
probably a better time. It would
give a person who had to work
[later that day] a better chance
at looking at material."
Caroline Hopkinson, refer

ence librarian at Lane Library,
stated that they had a difficult
enough time trying to hire stu
dent workers to come in on
noon Sunday, stating most
workers wanted to attend
church.
She suggested that rather
than take an opinion poll of
who wanted longer hours at the
Library, the Inkwell should
look at the gate count, which
would give a more accurate
account of how many people
used the library at specific
hours. She also stated it would
be helpful to determine why
students use the library- for
studying, use of computers,
books, etc.
She suggested that if stu
dents used the library primarily
for a place to study on week
ends and late night hours, then
the university should look into
opening a student center with
a xerox machine and minimal
references (Dictionaries, Ency
clopedias, Writing Guides, etc.).

of great African American pio
neers and institutions. The inten
tion of the founders was not to
initiate a week or even a month
long study of the African Ameri
can people. Instead, the founders
wanted to increase the nation's
respect and awareness for black
history throughout the year.Their
hope was that by dedicating an
entire month to exploring black
history, the history of African
Americans could become a big
ger part of every American's life.
This would, in turn, give the Afri
can American people a sense of pride
in their heritage, in addition to giv
ing all others a great deal of respect
for African American people.

Important Dates during Black History Month:
Feb.- 4, 1749 France abolished slavery
18, 1867 Augustine Institute, later named
Morehouse College, is founded in Atlanta,GA
1,1902 Langston Hughes was bom in Joplin, MO
4, 1913 Rosa Parks was bom in Tuskegee, AL
14, 1917 Frederick Douglas was bom in Teukahoe, MD
10, 1927 Leontyne Price, acclaimed Opera Diva,
was born in Laurel, MISS
5, 1934 Major League baseball player, Henry
(Hank) Aaron was bom in Mobile AL
20, 1937 Well known jazz singer, Nancy Wilson
is bom in Chillicthe, OH
17, 1938 Maiy Frances Beny was bom in Nashville,
TENN. She will become the first woman of any race to serve
as chancellor of a major university.
10,1939 Roberta Flack was bom in Ashville, NC
9, 1944 Pulitzer Prize winner, best known for
"The Color Purple," Alice Walker was born in
Eaton, GA.
27, 1988 World class figure skater, Debi
Thomas, wins bronze medal in the Winter Olympics
in Calgary.
25, 1992 The first African American woman to
die in combat is Adrienne Mitchell

Happy Black History Month
from the Inkwell
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AASU Student Responds to Savannah
News Press Editorial on Iran and CIA

When

Charlie Brown's kite being hands on $28 000,
wrapped around a tree. Like Tara flight lesson I started years J
Michael Kaplan
itself, the winds seemed only to don't know. What I doknow 5
I
hated
the
movie
Gone
With
• "The Advocate"
Allen Dulles was at the time. My
the Wind. That might have some fuel the flames that strove to bemy every time the wind blows 12
second lesson will be in US Forthing
to do with the fact that I was undoing- no land of Oz for me. As always want to follow, alw av
Dr. Daugherty: A Student eign Policy 101. The first rule of
forced
to see it at around age six, I lay burned to the ground, it wonder where its going and whe
political studies is that the US Gov
Speaks Out
seemed the wind kept going on its been. I guess that is the priceo,
ernment does not operate in a and the most memorable part of
without me, as if I were not part of being human, but at times, it seems
I am submitting this correspon- vacuum. The CIA cannot enjoy full the movie for me was watching as
its
spirit, but just another obstacle an awfully high price to pay
the
doctors
sawed
th
e
gangrenous
dence in response to the editorial, credit and responsibility for failed
that
got in its way. I was always
leg
off
a
screami
n
g
Southern
Sol
"Iran and the CIA: A closer look at policy in Iran. The Central Intelliust hoping that someone would take
history" (Tim Conner, SMN, ed. gence Agency, Defense Intelligence dier. I place the movie in the m
01/21/98). As a student at Arm- Agency and National Security not re-see category along with pity on me, see the potential be
A r m s t r o n g Atlanti c
strong Atlantic State University Agency are but a few of the inter- Bambi (they shot his father), and neath the charred exterior, and
State Uniuersity
who attends upper level classes pre- national intelligence agencies re anything with Halloween in the build me up to the grandeur of my
1 1 9 3 5 Aber corn Street
sented by Dr. William Daugherty, I sponsible for the formulation and title.
dreams, but no one ever came, and
S a v a n n a h , Gfl 3 1 4 i g
found this article by Mr. Conner to implementation of US Foreign
Yet, d espite my distaste for I was forced to start rebuilding on
be
Policy and, lest we forget, these unpleasant memories in famous my own.
( 9 1 2 ) 9 2 7 - 53 5 1
uninformed and poorly researched policies must be approved by Con movies, I mustadmit that the titleFHK 9 2 1 - 5 4 9 7
The house of my soul will
at best, and malicious by any stan gressional Committees, Cabinet Gone With the Wind, has always likely never be complete, but it is
e - ma i l : i n k w e ll @
dard. Dr. Daughtery, who is a prod Secretaries and finally the President
mailgate.armstrong.edu
conjured up memories of what life livable and there is always a nice
uct of the US Marine Corps and the of the United States. With all due
could have been like if only we breeze. Granted, the roof is a bit
international
respect to Mr. Conner, that makes
BJ English
intelligence community, brings to Dr. Daugherty a rather insignificant humans had not been so deter leaky, the finish a bit rough, and
editor
his classes a level of insight, expe cog in the wheel of government and mined to stand against the wind, the steps uneven, requiring great
rience and objective professional policy issues, and hardly worthy and were more willing to go with leaps of faith to anyone daring to
Sarah Dudley
ism rarely seen in a university set of the hate and discontent demon it. But, what do you do when you enter the sometimes sticking door,
A s s i s t a n t E d it o r
ting. Having said that, and with strated by Mr. Conner in his article. have made a mistakeand the wind but the building is still a work in
dicta and background dispensed By the way, Mr. Conner, do you goes without you? What do you progress, and there is comfort in
Dauld Bowman
with, I would like to take this op know where Dr. Daugherty was in do when you feel left out, or left knowing there is still much time
Sports Editor
portunity to address Mr. Conner's the 1950s? Chances are, if you read behind. When you are left in an for improvement.
editorial and provide this reader the article that you cited a tad more ashy heap, while others rise, take
When I look atall the unhappy
Angela Strickland
with a brief lesson in governmen- critically and carefully, you would flight andsoar aboveon winds that people around me, I realize that for
A d v e r t i s i n g M an a g e r
tal process, and basic respect for see that Dr. Daugherty wasn't even lift them high?
many of us, our dreams will never
humanity as a whole.
thinking about college when this
As a child I had a fascinati
on come true.We have to learn toface
M i c h e l l e C o bb
My first lesson would be in failed policy you made reference
for wind and sky. It seemed to me realities, but the thought of doing
Uieb Pa ge Design
Humanity and Compassion 101. to was implemented, much less
that if I could climb high enough so with no way out is enough to
Mr. Conner begins his article with considering membership in the
Staff Writers
above the world, I might escape drive many to all sorts of abnor
a statement: "So the ex-CIA cloak- CIA. Using your thesis of blame
Badha Narayanan
it, and all the problems it continu mal behaviors. We eat too much,
and-dagger man William
assessment, I can think of things to ously blew my way. I loved to
Me rilee Brigdon
get drunk, take drugs, stare mind
Daugherty had a rough time in Iran blame William Daugherty for, or
M i c h e l l e C o bb
stand
facing
the
wind,
or
watch
lessly
at
televisions,
replace
war
in the late '70s, huh? Poor baby. any other government employee for
A
ngel Jackson
It's almost like he didn't understand that matter, that date back to the ing the planes roaring off in the with sports, snarl at other people
M
ike Kaplan
what he was getting into." Mr. Civil War and beyond. Let's make sky. I imagine Freud might have for merely stepping in our way,
Aonni Bichardson
had
something
phallic
to
say
about
while wondering why we are on
Conner, and readers like him, fail him responsible for slavery, shall
to differentiate between the actions we? After all, it was his government it, but in my mind, I wasthe plane, this planet in the first place, if all
Photos by
of a governmental entity, real or that instituted that failed policy, was taking off with mighty power into we ever do is live and die.
Brian Polczynski
the wind in search of new adven
perceived, and the dedicated civil it not?
No wonder religion and the
Desmal Pureed
servants who staff said agencies. If
tures.
I wanted to be a pilot, but thought of afterlife appeal to so
Finally, Mr. Conner demon
I did not support the government's strated a pessimistic concern re was too afraid to join the Air Force many. At least if we suffer in this
HI H a r r i s
motivations in Vietnam, I would garding the nature of Dr. and was afraid that with my eye world, we will stand a chance of
aduisor
still empathize with the brave men Daugherty's instructional methods sight and sense of direction, I'd doing better in the next.... but what
and women who did serve, and ac in the classrooms of Armstrong At never make it off the ground.
The Inkwell is published and dis
if there is no next?
cord them the respect that any pa lantic State University, specifically
tributed bi-weekly, five tim es
My brother once came very
A few days ago, as I was
triot willing to make the ultimate making reference to the Bay of Pigs close to launching me topilotdom
reaching upward to turn on an out during the Fall, Winter an d
sacrifice for this country deserves, fiasco.
Mr. Conner, I have both a as a child. He convinced me to
Spring Quarters on alternate
No one, regardless of political ide- suggestion and an offer for you, and strap on a pair of homemade door light, a gust of wind caught
Wednesdays. Copies are avail
my outstretched arm and lifted me
ol°gy, professional affiliations or anyone who even remotely shares
able
in distribution boxes
styrofoam wings and runflapping ever so slightly off my feet.At first
personal convictions deserves to be your views regarding government
throughout
the campus or canbe
off the roof top. He would have I was more afraid than delighted.
taken hostage for one day, much employees and civil servants,
subscribed to by mail for $24 a
tried it himself he said, but as I As I lowered my arm to my side,
year.
less 454 days. The pain and suffer- Come down to the university and
weighed less, it was only logical the winds struck again, blowing
The Inkwell welcomes letters
ing a human being feels in that
attend one of Dr. Daugherty's
and comments for improvement
situation is not contingent upon classes with me (this quarter we that I was the one to try. Luckily my rain hood over my eyes and
their vocation at the time, and we have Administrative Law. In the the roof was only 10 feet off the pushing me toward the light pole.
provided that they are clearly
who were not there don't have any Fall, International Law). All of his ground, and Ilanded unharmed on I stood there giggling at the situa
written or typed. All letters sub
right to treat anyone in that situa Law courses have a basis in Politi my feet. HadI been smart I would tion I was in and thought perhaps
mitted for publication must b e
signed and a phone number
tion with anything other than un cal wviv.iw,
Science, an
an cuca
area jruu
you 5CCII1
seem to
en- have aimed for my brother. (Then it was a good thing I couldn't fly;
IU Cn*
conditional compassion. To express joy speaking and writing about again, had I beensmart, I wouldn't at least it prevented me from crash should be provided for verifica
tion purposes. Names will b e
that type of lack of compassion pri- (lack of knowledge not withstand- have jumped off t he roof believ ing!
withheld upon request.
vately, much less in print, is uncon- ing). With any luck, you will spark ing I could fly....) In any event, I
The next morning, the skies
scionable.
The Inkwell welcomes p
an interest in learning within your didn't test my wings again until were beautifully clear with tell tale
lie announcements, press re
Mr. Conner says that "it was self, choose to register for classes many years later when I saw an
leases, etc. Such information will
the CIA, under Mr. Daugherty's in the Fall Semester and seek that introductory offer to take flying white streaks where the planes had
be published free of chargeat the
boss, super-spook Allen Dulles, educational attainment you appar lessons for only $35.1 was put in passed by. I sighed as Istood facing
into the wind, again longing to fly.
discretion of the editorial staffwho violently overthrew the law ently lack. May I suggest Political
a dusty, bug splattered version of
The comments and opinions
ful Mossadegh regime in
Science and Governmental Studies a flying Volkswagen Beetle and Perhaps there was achance that the
expressed
in this publication do
Iran in the late 1950s: blah, blah, as a suitable major? After all, if
wind really hadn't gone without
not necessarily express the opin
blah." Mr. Conner, thanks for the you're going to write about foreign told that for a mere$28,000 more, me. Perhaps it had only gone
ions of anyone other than th e
brief, albeit somewhat skewed, his policy and the people involved in I could be flying in notime on my ahead to scout out the most scenic
person who has written them and
tory lesson in failed US Policy it in the Savannah Morning News, own.... it was fun while it lasted. route, and would return someday
are not to be taken as a reflec
It seemed too often that the
abroad. However, once again, Dr. you might as well have some facts
and offer to give me a lift. Perhap
s
tion upon the views of the f ac
Daugherty is no more responsible and basic knowledge with which to wind took off without me. Instead
ulty, administrators, the Univer
of being carried away, like aeagle the only way I'll ever fly is in the
for the CIAs foreign policy than
base your theories on in the future.
bowels of a manmade machine.
sity System of Georgia or th e
soaring on the breeze, I felt like
Maybe someday, if I ever get my
Board of Regents.
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Personality Problems at Armstrong—What's up with that?
By Ronni Ri chardson

Picture this: You're walking
to your class, and on the way you
pass by a boy who's in your mu
sic class. You smile and gear up
to say hello, but before you can
get it out, he's already walked
past you. At fi rst you assume
that he didn't see you, but in ac
tuality, he did. He ch ose to pre
tend you weren't there and make
you look stupid.
Ok, picture this: You're in
the cafeteria eating lunch with
your friend. Out of nowhere this
girl, who is your friend's friend,
comes and sits down at your
table. She not o nly interrupted
the conversation you were hav
ing with your friend, but she re
fused to acknowledge your pres
ence as you sat there looking like
an idiot, and when you tried to
say some thing, she shot you a
look t hat could melt wax. You
think, "Well, excuse me!!".
What is wrong with these
pictures? The impertinence of
the bo y? The a rrogance of the
girl? The fact that you were so
baffled by their rudeness that
you didn't know how to react?
Well, a ll of the above an
swers are cor rect. I'm not try
ing to give a pop quiz, but I am

trying to prove a point. I used
these instances because they are
true, and believe it or not, they
actually happened to me. They
happened to me during a typical
school day at Armstrong Atlan
tic State University. These two
are among many other incidents
that irk me during the day, like
someone letting the door close
in my face as I walk out of
Gamble Hall or getting cut in
front of while standing in line
at the Bookstore.
I don't get it. Why do people
feel they can treat others like
pond scum? I mean, you try to
be nice, you're polite, you say
hi, you wave, or just smile, but
you end up with the feeling that
you've done something really
wrong.
At first, it really frustrated
me and made me mad. I'm try
ing to be nice and pleasant, and
all I get in return is the cold
shoulder. After talking to friends
and classmates, I've discovered
that I'm not the only one this has
happened to. So, I decided to go
on a quest. A quest to find the
answer to why some people act
this way.
Finally, after long and scru
tinizing observation of these
rude, obnoxious people, I've

given a name to this annoying
problem. I call it Acute Person
ality Disorder. Symptoms in
clude rudeness, arrogance, bad
attitude, inconsiderateness, and
insensitivity. Not exactly in this
order—not exactly all at once.
There are four levels of Acute
Personality Disorder:
1) He or she thinks they are bet
ter than everyone else and be
lieves he or she is the best thing
since sliced bread.
2) He or she lives by the philoso
phy, " If it doesn't benefit me, I
don't really care."
3)He or she is wishy-washy. He/
she is your friend one minute,
and doesn't know you the next.
4)He or she acts like they were
raised in the woods and they just
never learned any manners.
People with the disorder are
selfish and have no consider
ation for other people's feelings.
I've figured that this has to be
congenital, since there's no sci
entific proof that anyone can
catch or inherit someone else's
bad attitude.
Unfortunately, there are a
large number of people at Arm
strong walking around with this
disorder. Everywhere you turn,
there's someone talking really
loud when there's studying go

ing on in the library, or some
knuckle-head who leaves their
tray and all of their trash on the
table in the cafeteria. I discov
ered that most people with Acute
Personality Disorder, especially
if they're at the same level, tend
to stick with each other. The rest
are independent jerks.
I've also discovered that
most of them are in specific de
partments and facilities, which
I won't mention by iiame. I'll
just say I spend a lot of time
there. Notice I used the term
"people". I say people because
it's not just students. There are
a lot of professors that will
breeze right on by, without as
much as a hello, and they're
your professor!
There are two ways to
handle a person with Acute Per
sonality Disorder. You can either
continue to be nice or ignore
them. Sometimes the "kill them
with kindness" approach really
works. You continue to smile
and be friendly, and you may
actually get a positive response
from them. That approach tends
to work better with the ones at
levels 3 and 4. For the one's at
levels 1 and 2,1 recommend that
you ignore them and go on about
your business. They're aggra

vating and irritating, and no
level of kindness is going to
change that. Some people are
just a lost cause, but then again,
you never know.
If you classify as a person
with Acute Personality Disorder,
and you know who you are,
please take note. There is a good
side and a bad side to your situ
ation. The bad side is, no mat
ter what level you are at and
even if no one's ever told you
before, you are a major pain in
the neck. The good side is you
are 100% curable. All you have
to do isstop thinking about your
self and pay attention to the
people around you. If somene
walks by you, and they happen
to say hi, it's perfectly allright
to say hi back to them. When
someone smiles at you, smile
back. When someone waves, it
doesn't hurt to wave back. It
won't kill you to hold a door for
someone and it's okay to re
member your manners when
you're in the library or the caf
eteria. It's all basic stuff and it's
not hard. Don't victimize people
with your disease any longer.
Remember, it's so much better
to have friends than enemies. It's
just a little step in making this
world a better place. :o)
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Two Unique
Summer Study/
TYavel Experiences
In Europe
Innsbruck, Austria

"Love Me Safely" is the o
theme of National Con
dom Day on Valentine's
Day, Feb.14.

According to the American
Social Health Association,
Valentine's Day is the perfect
The University of New Or
„
Condoms are also consid- leans announces the 23rd ses
day
that loving
v to emphasize
r
someone means protecting the ered to be highly effective in sion of its annual International
sexual health of both partners, protecting against chlamydia, Summer
iummer ^cnooi m
School in Innsbruck,
"Because STD's are so often gonorrhea, syphilis and other Austfia dudng the summer of
symptomless, sex partners must STD's that are passed via body 1998 About 250 students as
talk to one another about any fluids. Condoms are less reliable welJ ^ some 3Q facuity/ staff
risk for STD's, even if neither in preventing transmission of membcrs live> leam and travel
person has symptoms," said genital herpes and genital hu- intheImgnfficentsetting0fthe
Lrnda Alexander, ASlfA presr- man paprllomavrnrs (HPV), towering Tiroleim A,ps in the
dent. We know its a sensitive STDs that are transmitted by
^ fr, . ,c
„
J
. .. . . . . .
.
,.
,
Heart of Central Europe,
subject, but this is the only way skin- to- skin contact, because
„
.
,
. . .
. A. .
,
^
•
,•
Participantsca nearnu pt o
to make sure that y ou both stay the site of infection may lie out- .
. ,
.
...
.
.
ten semester hours of credit, ser/
nealtny.
side the condom. However, , ..
r
jn
, , ,
,
,
TTT, ' lecting from over 50 courses
If either partnerhas had un- people with herpes or HPV ^
,
e
m a w l e v an e t y° s u
protected sex at any time, ASHA should use condoms to protect °
J£f ^
CT6S
recommends that both be tested against other STD's.
^
n
1
for STD's in a physician's office
Among types of condoms, ° ^• °,
f. CU
' . lstonca''
or clinic. The partners should the male latex condom is con- S°Cia1' P°lltlCaI'
' and
also use condoms correctly ev- sidered the most effective in pre- econor"lc lssues o
. . uro
ea
relatlons
l!
mstructl0n
ery time they have sex to help venting STD's. The female con- P "
-^
)s
m
a
d
c
urse
work
1S
protect against transmitting an dom, which is made of plastic,
f
" °
infection.
also is considered effective for complemented by field triPS and
Alexander emphasized that STD prevention. A male plastic European gaest Iectures which
abstaining from sex is the only condom is available, although its ^ mteSral PaHs of the aca1C Programcompletely safe choice. "For effectiveness against STD's is
The 300-year-old Univer
those who are having sex, un- still being tested. Natural memsity
of
Innsbruck is only a short
less both partners are 100 per- brane condoms are not recomwalk
from
the many inns, cafes,
cent certain that they are free of mended for STD prevention,
and
beer
gardens
in the "Old
infection, condoms are essenLatex condoms should be
Town" of Innsbruck, a two-time
tial, she said.
usecj with a water- based lubri
Winter
Olympics site. Three day
According to the Centers cant, since oil- based lubricants
weekends
offer ample time for
for Disease Control and Preven weaken the condom. Plastic con
tion, five of the ten most fre doms can be used with either students to travel to many dif
ferent destinations in Europe, to
quently reported infectious dis kind of lubricant.
hike
in the Alps and even to ski
eases in the U.S.- chlamydia,
Free, confidential informa
gonorrhea, AIDS, syphilis and tion about STD's and condom the nearby glaciers. From
hepatitis B - are STD's. It is es- use is available through hotlines Innsbruck, the efficient Eurail
timated that there are 12 million operated by ASHA: the CDC system reaches all of Austria
new STD cases in the U.S. an- National AIDS Hotline, 800/ and much of Europe within a
nually, with two- thirds occur- 342-2437 (Spanish service, 800/ few hours. "Spending the sum
ring m people under 25 and one- 344-7432; TTY for the Deaf ser- mer in Innsbruck, Austria was
fourth in teenagers.
vice, 800/243- 7889); the CDC one of the most broadening ex
of "my
not ""'J'
only
J life, """•
The CDC recommends con- National STD Hotline, 800/227- 1periences
7
~
dom use for STD protection 8922; and the NATIONAL educati°nady, but socially and
based on studies conducted HERPES HOTLINE, 919/361- cuburady as well," said Meg
among couples in which one 8488.
'
Hanks, a former participant. "If
partner was infected with HIV/
AIDS. By using latex condoms
consistently and correctly, 98100 percent of the couples
avoided transmitting HIV to the
uninfected partner.

The best way to prevent the 1 CVer ,had the chance to go
my
bags Packed
packed
spread of sexually transmitted again'1 11 have: m
y bags
diseases is to abstain from sex, and ready in no time flat.'
The Uno-Innsbruck Inter
or remain in a monogamous renational
Summer School is a
lationship with someone who
wonderful opportunity for stu
does not have an STD.
dents to travel, learn, and earn
semester credit hours in a rich
and beautiful European setting,
alive with dramatic current
events.

recirff o',
special Valentine buns with caraway sleds, pl^ms'or rai's^P'e

bak6

Both the UNO-Innsbruck
International Summer School
program and the UNO-Prague
Summer Seminars guarantee
you a rewarding international

educational and summer travel tion in Innsbruck, UNOj
experience. As a participant in to extend its selection of 0
either one of these programs, seas opportunities to i ncimj
you will live, learn, travel in, unique summer series of"
and explore new cultures, cui- nars in what is perhaps the 6"1
sines, climates, and make many beautiful city in all o f Eur"10
new friends. The summer of Prague in the Czech Replf
1998 is your opportunity to be Students participating in the n !
in Europe. Join the University Prague Summer Seminars
of New Orleans for the experi- gram will spend fou r w eeks '
ence of a lifetime!
the"city of magic"exploring
The session convenes July 5 many attractions (museum,
and ends on August 15, 1998. concerts, cafes, pubs, etc) thEnrollment is limited, so inter- this historic and scenic city h !
ested students should apply as to offer, all the while participa
soon as possible. For a full color ing in what promises to be
brochure and course descrip- stimulating and interesting senu
tions write to:
nars and lectures on the literature
Uno-Innsbruck-1998, PO Box history, culture, music, politics
1315 - (UNO), New Orleans, society, and life of Prague and
LA 70148; call the UNO Divi- Central Europe. This is also an ej
sion of International Education cellent program for anyone interat (504) 280- 7116, FAX (504) ested in creative writing or im280- 7317, or use our Email proving their writing skills,
address: ielpmc@jazz.ucc.uno.
Interested students should
edu. Republic
contact the University of New
The University of New Or- Orleans' Division of In ternaleans is also offering, for the tional Education at th e a bove
first time, a fantastic interna- mentioned address, phonenumtional study/ travel adventure to ber, fax, or web site. Be sure to
the city of Prague. After twenty- mention your interest in the
three years of successful opera- Prague Summer Seminars.

Famous Left Handed Actors

Left-Handed Actors
Don Adams
Dan Aykroyd
Eddie Albert
Tim Allen
June Allyson
Hany Anderson
Robert Blake
Matthew Broderick
Bruce Boxleitner
Carol Burnett
George Burns, comedian
Ruth Buzzi, comedienne
Sid Caesar, comedian
Keith Carradine
Charlie Chaplin
George Gobel, comedian
Chuck Conners
Hans Conreid
James Cromwell
Tom Cruise
Quinn Cummings
Matt Dillon
Olivia de Havilland
Robert DeNiro
Michael Dorn
Fran Drescher, comedian
Richard Dryfuss
W.C. Fields
Peter Fonda
Greta Garbo
Terri Garr
Paul Michael Glaser
Whoopie Goldberg
Betty Grable
Cary Grant
Peter Graves
Mark Hamill
Rex Harrison
Goldie Hawn
Joey Heatherton
Tippi Hedren

Jim Henson, puppetteer
Kermit the Frog
Rock Hudson
Gabe Kaplan
Danny Kaye
Diane Keaton
George Kennedy
Nicole Kidman
Michael Landon
Hope Lange
Joey Lawrence
Peter Lawford
Cloris Leachman
Hal Linden
Cleavon Little
Shirley MacLaine
Andrew McCarthy
Kristy McNichol
Steve McQueen
Howie Mandel, comedian
Marcel Marceau, mime
Harpo Marx
Sasha Mitchell
Marilyn Monroe
Robert Morse
Ryan O'Neal
Sarah Jessica Parker
Estelle Parsons
Anthony Perkins
Ron Perlman
Luke Peny
Branson Pinchot
Joe Piscopo, comedian
Michael J. Pollard
Richard Pryor, comedian
Robert Redford
Keanu Reeves
Don Rickles, comedian
Julia Roberts
Mickey Rourke
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Education Majors Enjoy an Afternoon
of Inspiration and Information
By Angel Jackson
"It's a wonderful time to be
come a teacher in the state of
Georgia," said Helen Smith, stu
dent organizer for of the Student
Georgia Association of Educa
tors (S.G.A.E), at the Duty Free
Lunch Seminar. Smith predicted
that 1999 would bring better sti
pends for the nation's educators.
The Seminar, held at Uni
versity Hall, was the first of a
series of seminars sponsored by
the Armstrong Chapter of the
S.G.A.E. The series will feature
four spea kers: two are princi
pals, one a t eacher and another
a staffing Administrator of Hu
man Resources for the Savan
nah-Chatham Board of Educa
tion, who will speak in April.
Marcia Clanton, principal of
Hubert Middle School, spoke to
students at the complimentary
lunch seminar. "The seminar
was inform ative," said student
Linda Jones. "It helped me to see
what is out there for me in the
world of education."
Clanton, who served as a
secondary science teacher,
elaborated on the importance of
classroom management, organi
zation and attitude. "Every child
has a built in radar," Clanton
warned. "They can sense
whether you care or not." She
made the audience aware of the
issues in education, naming
reading as the number one prob-

CHAOS

Marcia Clanton, Principal of
Hubert Middle School

lem in elementary schools.
"Every teacher should be a read
ing teacher," Clanton said.
The series of seminars are
scheduled to continue, featuring
Georgetown Elementary School
Principal, Annie Wimbush on
Feb. 12. "The seminar was in
spirational," said Angel Nelson,
senior. Cindy Jacobs, faculty
advisor for the S.G.A.E., be
lieves that education majors
should attend the seminars for
professional growth. "It is im
portant to build relationships in
your professional life. Member
ship and involvement benefits in
the long run."

by Brian Shuster

- Ah

H i ii ')
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"Well Dr . Stone, it loo ks like weVe reached a dead
end. I can t decipher these hieroglyphics^ and without
them we'll never find the hidden chamber.

The Regents' Test: Playing the Language Game
From Michael I. Kaplan "The dents who fail to attain the mini
Advocate"
mum levels of competence in the
areas of reading and writing.
Hey, eyerybody! In the last
(64)
issue of the Inkwell, I wrote an
article on the Regents' Test
The first thing good readers
("The Regents' Test: How To will notice is the vagueness in
Measure A Double Standard") this description. Reference is
and generated a small amount of made to additional literature
heat from certain faculty mem available to students, but the stu
bers employed by this univer dent is not provided with an ex
sity. Fearful of similar repercus planation of the test itself. In
sions in the future as a result of proportion to the number of
my writing, I have decided that paragraphs dedicated to expla
I will assume a new identity for nations regarding the penalties
my public writing. My new for not passing the Test, or not
name will be Michael I. Kaplan. taking the test in the prescribed,
I know, that's kind of silly. But scheduled time frame, the de
hey; that's why my major is En scription lacks information,
glish, and not Criminal Justice. glosses over significant points
Besides, no one should ever be and generates more questions
worried about expressing heart than it answers. To compensate
felt opinions, especially those for the lack of information in the
who write for a school newspa catalog, I spoke with Test Ad
per (which, by the way, more of ministrators, University Read
us need to start doing). Feeling ers, Student Affairs Coordina
safe and secure with my new tors, instructors in the Depart
identity, I am now free to con ment of English, and I refer
tinue speaking on my favorite enced newspaper articles and
subject: the Regents' Test. As periodicals. Through my re
an English major at Armstrong search and discussions, I gath
Atlantic State University in Sa ered some interesting facts about
vannah, Georgia, I became in the Regents' Test, its philosophy
terested in the Regents' Test, a and its purpose. What I found to
requirement for all students be more interesting than the
seeking a Baccalaureate Degree Test, however, was the reoccurin the State of Georgia. What is ring theme concerning the type
the Regents' Test and why is it of student who often performs
administered? How does the poorly on any standardized tests:
Regents' Test affect the learning speakers of dialectal English
experience of students attending and, in particular, minorities and
Armstrong Atlantic State Uni low income students. Although
versity? Does this standardized many issues are embedded in the
exam create a positive or nega subject, the primary focus of my
tive influence on the universi research was whether or not the
ties, educators and students in Regents' Test, for proficiency
volved? The Armstrong Atlan and competence in "standard" or
tic State University Catalog con "proper" English, unfairly dis
tains a brief description of the criminates against speakers of
Test under "Regents' Testing dialectal English. For the pur
pose of this writing, the term
Program":"dialectal English speakers" will
Each institution of the Univer be applied to students who speak
sity System of Georgia shall as English with a regional or social
sure the other institutions, and (ethnic) language variation.
the System as a whole, that stu From African-American and
dents obtaining a degree from other minority students residing
that institution possess certain in environments where "Ebon
minimum skills of reading and ics" is developing rapidly and
writing. The Regents' Testing being accepted as a viable lan
Program has been developed to guage, to non-minority students
help in the attainment of this from rural areas of the country
goal. The objectives of the Test where colloquial expressions are
ing Program are: (1) to provide pervasive in both formal and in
System-wide information on the formal speech, dialectal speak
status of student competence in ers are placed at a disadvantage
the areas of reading and writing; when taking any test that mea
and (2) to provide a uniform sures competency in proper (or
means of identifying those stu standard) English. No sensible

person disputes the need for any
one in this country to be able to
speak or read standard English.
The Chief Executive Officer of
a Fortune 500 company would
not correspond with anyone us
ing dialectal or informal En
glish. Likewise, a friend writ
ing a quick letter to a close ac
quaintance would probably not
use formal English. Referring
to close friends as "Dear Sir /
Madam," and closing a letter
with "I will thank you in ad
vance for your prompt response
to my correspondence" as op
posed to "See ya" would be
viewed as equally inappropriate
by the readers. Clearly then,
formal and informal English are,
by virtue of syntax and diction,
two very different variations of
the same language. To a dialec
tal English speaker who is rarely
exposed to settings in which for
mal English is used, it would
seem almost like a foreign lan
guage. Instructors of foreign lan
guages, regardless of the lan
guage they choose to teach, rec
ognize and subscribe to two uni
versally held truths. First, a stu
dent will not become fluent in a
language unless that student is
totally immersed in the language
and its culture. Textbooks, in
structional manuals and occa
sional classes are no substitute
for having the opportunity to
speak that language with other
fluent speakers on a regular ba
sis. Second, language is a per
ishable commodity. Unless the
student has the opportunity to
practice that language on a regu
lar basis, utilizing the speaking,
reading and writing skills
learned through the immersion
in the language, proficiency and
fluency cannot be maintained.
Like students who claim English
as a Second Language, speakers
of dialectal English receive or
ganized instruction in the read
ing, writing and speaking of for
mal English. But is this instruc
tion adequate to facilitate any
degree of fluency? A student
attending a public high school
will typically have one English
class a day, every day of the
week, for the entire year. This
will continue during thestudent's four year course of
study at that school, provided
that student is enrolled in a col
lege preparatory curriculum.

Continued on Page 8
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To Your Health!
Marcella A. Hart, Ph.D., R.N.&
. C amille P. St ern, Ph.D., R.N.
Graduate Program in Nursing

Have You Had Your
Veggies Today??
Remember President
Bush?? A broccoli spear a day
Vitamin C: Vitamin C is a
keeps the doctor away! Anti
water
soluble vitamin, and thus
oxidants are yet one more im
portant reason to eat at least should be cooked in as little wa
five servings of fruits and veg ter as possible for the shortest
etables a day. Antioxidants are period of time possible. Do not
defined as natural chemicals cut these vegetables into smal1
that are produced by your pieces until the time of use.
Sources of Vitamin C
body. Antioxidants are also
White
potatoes, sweet potatoes,
found in fruits and vegetables
and in antioxidant vitamins. whole-grain foods, broccoli,
They are important to us be cabbage, green and yellow veg
cause they can protect us from etables and fruits. Recom
disease and counteract environ mended: 60 mg. for men anc
mental health risks, and they women.
Vitamin E: Vitamin E is the
may reduce the signs of aging.
The antioxidant capacity most potent fat-soluble antioxi
is the ability to protect persons dant. Some fat must be present
from cell damage as they grow in the meal in order for it to be
older. Without the protection absorbed and utilized in the
and help of antioxidants, too body. Vitamin E is also fairly
many cells are damaged as our stable with cooking.
bodies burn food to obtain en
Sources of Vitamin E: Veg
ergy. Free radicals are parts etable oils, nuts, cabbage, as
of compounds that are prod paragus, carrots, and apricots
ucts of normal metabolism in Recommended: Women 8 mg
cells, or they may be created per day, Men 10 mg. per day.
by exposure to sunlight, to However, for its antioxidant
bacco smoke, exhaust fumes use, 200-300 mg per day are
and x-rays. The free radicals recommended. In general, the
damage DNA, cell mem best way to increase your anti
branes, or kill the cell outright. oxidant level is to eat a well
The accumulative effects of balanced diet that is rich with
free radicals advance the ag vitamins C, D and E. Fruits
ing process, and cause the should be cooked and eaten
body to become more vulner quickly in order to obtain the
able to disease. Antioxidants maximum benefit. Fruits and
help to neutralize the free radi vegetables may also be eaten
cals in the cell, thus protect raw. While taking supplemental
ing people susceptible to oxi antioxidant vitamins may be a
dative stress.
fast way to boost your body's
Vitamin A: Vitamin A, and antioxidant level, it isstill unclear
its precursor, beta carotene, is as to whether or not vitamins are
a fat soluble vitamin, and stays as effective as food-based anti
fairly stable with cooking. oxidants. When in doubt, check
Age is a factor with the use of with your health care provider
Vitamin A. In the very young regarding the use of vitamin
and in the very old, it is poorly supplemental vitamins.
absorbed. Use of mineral oil
Mirror, mirror on the wall.
and laxatives hinders the ab Who's the fairest of them all??
sorption of this vitamin.
The one whose dietary habits in
Sources of Vitamin A: clude lots of fruits and veg
Good sources are liver, kidney, etables!
cream, butter and egg yolks.
To Your Health!!will feature
The best source is yellow and information about your health.
green vegetables. Yellow and Suggestions and comments
orange fruits and vegetables should be sent to Dr. Camille
are also good sources of beta Stern, Graduate Program in
carotene. Recommended: 800 Nursing (921-5721). E-mail:
RE Women, 1000 RE Men.
canille_stem@mailgaeannstiong£da

Student Government Senator Seeks to Pass
Ammendments to Student Honour Court
By Michelle Cobb
Todd K. Gallagher, a sena
tor of the Student Government
Association, has introduced five
proposed constitutional amend
ments to the senate of the Stu
dent Government Association.
Following weeks of debate and
compromise, the proposal was
tabled several times. To meet
the needs of an educated student
body and to ensure that the stu
dent body would have the final
say in their own rights, Senator
Gallagher decided to call for a
direct vote by the student body.
To justify this, Senator
Gallagher relied upon the Third
Article of the Constitution of the
Student Government Associa
tion. Under Section 4-G of this
article, the Constitution clearly
states that the Senate shall act
upon all student petitions signed
by ten percent of the student
body. Realizing that several
senators would refuse to allow
the student body to vote on its

own Constitution by merely
agreeing to present the articles
of amendment to the University,
Senator Gallagher decided to
begin the aforementioned peti
tion.
Mr. Kelso, the assistant vice
president of student affairs, sub
mitted an article of review to the
Senate clearly stating his objec
tions to and comments on sev
eral of the proposed amend
ments. One such objection was
to the amendment which called
for the identification of all mem
bers of the Student Court and
their decisions. Though crimi
nal and civil statutes usually
maintain the secrecy of those
who vote in such cases, no court
of review in the United States
does so. The reasoning behind
this is that common jurors sit
only on a single case, whereas
all members of courts of review
judge many cases. The mem
bers of the Student Court main
tain their position for the entire
time that they are at Armstrong

Atlantic State University. For
persons to claim that secrecy j s
needed to protect the integrity of
decision-making is a ridicule to
our system of administrative re
view. If the members of the Stu
dent Court cannot justify th eir
decisions, then how can we en
trust them to have the selfless
ness and integrity needed for
such a position?
The necessary amount of
students needed to sign the peti
tion that will force the Senate to
allow the students to amend their
own Constitution is approxi
mately 560 students. The peti
tion is currently going around
the University; if you see it and
agree with the articles of amend
ment, please sign it.
Several senators agree with
the proposals; it is merely th e
small number who refuse to al
low the student body to de cide
who rejects such ratification.
Remember, the people must be
allowed to decide their own
rules. That is a true democracy.

A message from the President of the Student Honor Court
While I applaud Mr. Galla tral area/media is made quite diffi his or her own better judgement
gher's attempt to change a sys cult. However, thecourt records are and went with the same incor
tem he does not fully compre not hidden and may be viewed by rect answer as everyone else.
hend, I am somewhat confused anyone requesting to see them to
My own research in m ock
on his insistence that the student the best of my knowledge.
juror sentencing has shown con
honor court has something to
I am rather dismayed that Mr. formity to be prevalent, and
hide. He has proposed multiple Gallagher would insinuate that many of the newer members of
amendments to a system that the honor court is some secret the court have openly confided
has served the student body well society that works to the detri in me that they were not sure
for many years. Many of these ment of students. I imagine if you whether the accused was inno
amendments are already in exist questioned any students who cent or guilty and voted innocent
ence, which further causes me to were accused of violating the because they felt the evi dence
question the underlying motives academic honor code, or student was not conclusive enough for
he has presented for change.
code of conduct, they would be a vote of guilt. Had the vote been
For those who are interested quite grateful at the chance to open, these members of th e
and have the time, the guide clear themselves of charges in the court would have easily be en
lines and bylaws of the student presence of their peers, who of swayed to go with the popular
court are available on pages 7 ten find them innocent due to lack
vote, whatever it might be.
through 13 in the Students Illus of concrete evidence placed
Mr. Gallagher also states
trated available free of charge against them.
that members of the court re 
in the Student Activities Office.
As for the "secret ballot" main the same throughout their
A copy of Mr. Gallagher's pro issue, Mr. Gallagher and I have
school term, yet we have had
posed amendments are available discussed the reasons for a closed
several
new members join
for view in the Student Govern verses open ballot system in the
within
the
last two years,and not
ment or Inkwell offices.
student court. As a graduate psy all members are present at a ll
I will not sit here and tear chology major, I explained to Mr.
apart each amendment bit by bit, Gallagher that my own research trials. I have no problems with a
and will be the first to admit that and that of others, indicate that system in which juror's votes are
the student honor court has had conformity in juror sentencing is revealed after the closed vo te
problems training and maintain a common place occurrence with system, but feel that by requir
ing an open vote system, the ac
ing quality jurors over the past open ballot systems.
cused
will not be judged on the
few years, nor does the Honor
In 1956, Asch ran conformity evidence presented, but on d ie
Court Secretary file and report the
experiments asking participants opinions of the most persuasive
findings of the cases to the Ink
to look at lines of different members of the court, and I do
well as theguidelines propose, but
lengths and asked them to tell the not feel that this system benefits
this is not due to secrecy,so much
experimenter which line was anyone except those courtmemas lack of time and space- the
lonor court does not have an of- longest. While it was obvious that bers who would rather judge the
ice, storage area, nor equipment, one line was longer than the oth jurors for their decisions of g111'1
and is not required to meet regu- ers, Asch staged fake answers or innocence, than concentrate
arly as does the student govern from all but one viewer who was on the accused and the facts prement. Thus, organization and pre always last to answer. Can you sented in the case.
Sincerely, Beverly Engli^
sentation of trial results in a cen guess what happened? Yes, the
viewer quite alarmingly ignored
Pres. Student Honor Cou
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On any Given Day, AASU Coach Mills Optimistic About Team's Outlook:
Mens Basketball Could be #1!!! Pirates Doing Well Both On and Off the Court
Research by Stephen M. Jodis

By David Bowman

Asst. Professor Computer Science
On any given d ay (at least
in t his 1997-1998 basketball
season) the Armstrong Atlantic
State University Men s Basket- ball team can play with anyone
in the country. And here is the
proof!
S • I n a December basketball tour
nament, Armstrong defeated
Elon University 83-60.

• In January Elon d efeated Di
vision I Coastal Carolina 69-61.
•That same week Coastal Caro. lina defeated Winthrop.
• In No vember W inthrop de
feated Furman.
• This s ame Furman defeated
Northeastern Illinois in December.
• That b eing the Northeastern
Illinois that defeated WisconsinMilwaukee in December.
• The same Wisconsin-Milwaukee
. which defeated Western Illinois in
November.
•The very same Western Illinois
which triu mphed over Bradley
in December.
•The same Bradley that defeated
a fine Michigan team in December.
'The same Michigan team that
triumphed con vincingly over
Duke in December.
•The very sa me Duke Blue
Devils who were just voted #1
in the country this past S unday,
January 18th.

Wisconsin-Milwaukee >
Western Illinois >
Bradley > Michigan >
Duke
The complete details are
provided below:

On December 20th 1997
AASU 83 ELON 60
On Jan 13, 1998
ELON 69 Coastal Carolina 61
On January 10, 1998
Coastal Carolina 63 Winthrop 60
On November 22, 1997
Winthrop 67 Furman 54
On December 30, 1997
Furman 72 Northeastern
Illinois 69
On December 2, 1997
Northeastern Illinois 63
Wisconsin- Milwaukee 61
On November 22, 1997
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 62
Western Illinois 57
On December 21, 1997
Western Illinois 56 Bradley 50
In a more mathematical On December 8, 1997
form, using the relational opera Bradley 63 Michigan 58
tor "g reater than ", this can be On December 13, 1997
expressed as follows:
Michigan 81. Duke 73
Armstrong > Elon >
The same Duke that became the
Coastal Carolina >
#1 ranked team in the country
Winthrop > Furman >
on January 18, 1998.
Northeastern Illinois >

The AASU Men's basket
ball team is doing well, having
matched their longest winning
streak of the season with con
secutive wins over University of
North Florida and Georgia Col
lege and State University. They
have a chance at three straight
against the University of North
Carolina-Pembroke. Part of the
reason for their success both on
and off the court is head coach
Griff Mills.
The team has had an up and
down season, never winning or
losing more than two in a row.
This is partly because the team
had a good number of new play
ers that had to adjust to their new
situation. Coach Mills is "opti
mistic" about the remainder of
the season due to the quality of
the practices, where he can see
a daily improvement in the level
of play and in the confidence and
comfort levels of the players. As
the team becomes more com
fortable they will naturally be
able to play better and be more
relaxed on the court. According
to Coach Mills they will "have
an opportunity to be in every
game."
Their on the court success has
been in large part due to seniors
Mario Anderson and Marcin
Kuzian. They have both contrib
uted with all around play and
good leadership. Anderson is a
scorer, as he proved against
GC&SU when he lit them up for
a game high 28 points as he
helped Armstrong win a narrow
game. Kuzian is averaging 11
points and 5 rebounds a game
for the Pirates and adds a big
man advantage in the middle.
But Armstrong will continue to
have good players even after
their seniors graduate thanks to
great players like Tavares
Brown. He has started seven out
of the last eight games for the
Pirates and in that stretch he is
averaging 20 points and 10 re
bounds a game! Coach Mills
feels good about AASU's
chances of winning the upcom
ing Peach Belt tournament be
cause of the improvement in
play and the home court advan
tage.
The Pirates have also had a lot
of good things happen off the
court. The reading Pirates pro

Coach Mills, wife Tybe and Children in Sports Arena
gram which started last year
with six schools and 1000 kids
has grown to 24 schools and
7000 kids this year! This is an
activity where the team has the
opportunity to do a 30 minute
program teaching the kids
about the importance of being
able to read and of getting a
good education to the youth in
Savannah. The team also held
a Junior Pirates basketball

camp for five weeks in the fall.
There were about 130 kids
who participated in the camp.
On the first Sunday there was
a short clinic and then the Arm
strong players drafted teams
and for the remaining four
weeks they played a season
with the players coaching the
kids. The Pirates also did the
Special Olympics and visited
many schools in the area.

Mens' Baseball Schedule
Friday, February 13

Mercer University

2:00 P.M.

Saturday, Feb. 14

Howard University

2:00 P.M.

Sunday, Feb. 15

Samford University

2:00 P.M.

Monday, Feb. 16

Howard University

12:30 P.M.

Wednesday, Feb. 25

Newberrry

2:00 P.M.

Monday, March 2

Queens

2:00 P.M.

Wed. March 4

Sacred Heart

2:00 P.M.

All games played on home field. Bleacher seating located behind the
Sports Center. Bring a cushion and shades and enjoy a day in the sun
watching AASU's own.

I
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per." This lack of reinforcement
of students' writing skills de
The student will attend five 50 tracts from the minimal amount
minute classes, five days per of organized English instruction
week, for a total of four hours students receive, and says to stu
and ten minutes of English in dents that proficiency in writing
struction per week. During this standard English is not a prior
time, the student may or may not ity. To speakers of dialectal En
be engaged in reading and writ glish, this situation can be disas
ing assignments. In many trous to their performance on
schools, due to the number of standardized exams like the Re
students assigned to an English gents. To make only English in
instructor, individual attention structors responsible for stu
on writing assignments is virtu dents' deficiencies in standard
ally nonexistent. Out-of-class English would be inappropriate
writing assignments are graded and irresponsible. The institu
and returned containing identi tion of learning is only respon
fied and highlighted mistakes sible for the student for approxi
made by the student, but with mately 40 hours per week, leav
few, if any, positive suggestions ing the student with 128 hours
for correction in future papers. per week outside of the univer
Once a grade has been assigned sity to enhance any skills
to a submitted paper and re learned during the period of or
turned to the student, those En ganized instruction. What other
glish professors who do not sub means of positive reinforcement
scribe to the newer methods of of standard English do speakers
teaching composition rarely al of dialectal English have avail
low students to revise their able ? The balance of the 128
work. The grade earned is final, hours per week available in
the student has no compelling anyone's schedule invariably is
reason to make corrections and spent with family, friends and
revisions, so the process of co-workers. The form of dialec
learning is reduced to the tal English spoken by the student
student's ability to recall previ will most likely be spoken in that
ous mistakes while writing fu student's home, by that student's
ture assignments. A process that parents and family members,
does not advocate or practice affording the student no realis
evolutionary learning can not tic opportunity to reinforce the
realistically expect evolutionary skills of standard English. Fur
learning to take place. Students' thermore, speakers of a particu
curriculums tend to be compart lar dialect tend to reside in stu
mentalized, consisting of five or dents' local neighborhoods, so
six unrelated, individual classes, the lack of reinforcement ex
the goals for each course as in tends to the students' friends and
dividual as the instructors teach associates, both of whom can be
ing the material. For example, considered a pervasive influ
a biology professor concerned ence. A hierarchy in English
most with the content of stu language relating to dialect ex
dents' reports on cell structure ists. In this hierarchy, dialectal
would spend less time pointing English is considered a "less
out errors in grammar. I would advanced" form of communica
offer my own experience with a tion than standard English.
Political Science professor at Families and friends can actu
Armstrong who, while issuing ally discourage the use of stan
term paper assignments, offered dard English in their homes and
the following admonishment to communities because they are
the students of that class: "Do resentful of the student's level of
not bring me your rough drafts education, and what that level of
of these papers. I am not your education represents relative to
English teacher, and I'm not as that parent's or peers' actual or
concerned with your grammar as perceived social and educational
I am with the content of the pa status. It is not at all uncommon

Regents' Test Continued..

for people to immediately dis
like and distrust what they don't
understand; it's an integral as
pect of the human condition. In
addition we, as human beings,
are social creatures, gregarious
by nature, and we typically re
(NAPS)—Shopping on the
ject anything which jeopardizes Internet can be a great convenience
our standing and acceptance for today's busy lifestyle; the "store"
never closes and, you can browse
within our social environment. from the comfort of your home. In
Given the choice between social addition, more and more local mer
acceptance and proficiency in a chants are getting "wired" with
dialect of English not accepted Web sites of their own.
Some consumers, however,
by family and friends, the choice have concerns on credit cards'
the speaker of dialectal English security when used on the 'Net.
often makes becomes more un Revealing credit card numbers to
an unknown source leaves some
derstandable, and simulta people wary of this popular form
neously, much more difficult to of shopping.
For shoppers more comfort
make on a personal level. Rec
able
navigating store aisles than
ognizing this fact, we must con
cyberspace, here are some help
Cyber shoppers should l»
sider the burdens placed on dia ful tips from Guthy-Renker
for Web sites that are secure!'
lectal speakers of English, both Internet's Choice Mall <<choice- have reputable names.
from a sociological and educa mall.com>>, the number one
global marketplace.
and/or price, "travel" to c
tional point of view and then re online"Safety
Shopping" Tips
sites to comparison shop. A!
assess the validity and necessity
• Before keying in your credit way to do this is to u se sear:
of the Regents' Test, its standard card number to pay for your engines to find items orcal
To narrow your search
of measure and its overall goals. item(s), make sure the site is
"secure". This means that no one search engine, type quote!
The Regents' Test does not mea except for the merchant filling before and after the iter
sure intelligence. The Regents' your order can access the site for which you're searching. Loch
for in-line skates, for i nstans
Test does not measure the stu your credit card number.
Different Web browsers display Type "in-line skates". The d!
dents' abilities to achieve and a "secure" site with different ence between typing a w ore:
maintain an acceptable GPA icons. One of the most popular phrase with and without que:
while matriculating at Arm browsers, Netscape Navigator, can mean the difference bete
strong Atlantic State University. displays a broken key at the bot ten and 10,000 sites.
tom left-hand corner of the com
• To make sure you're gelt:
The Regents' Test is no measure puter screen. When the site is that bargain when you 're c
of the probability that the stu secure, the key appears solid.
shopping "overseas", calculate:
• Shop reputable and proven exchange rate from U.S. dollar
dent will become successful
> sites. Ask family or friends for recparticular foreign curre
upon receiving a degree from the ' ommendations, or browse a site for the
Payment will be acc epted in'
university. The Regents' Test customer testimonials. You can dollars, but it has to be the cm
measures nothing tangible, ex also read up on the site by using a amount.
For more tips on Internets
cept the students' abilities to "search engine"—similar to a com
puter's finder—to locate the site's ping, contact Guthy-Renh
write essays in a dialect of En on-line references. Check out Internet's Choice Mall, home
glish that is neither "officially Usernet newsgroups, too, for rec everything from apparel n
sanctioned" by the university, ommendations or opinions on sites. books to flowers and m ovie s
"Value-Shopping" Tips
chandise, located at www.cta
nor proven to be a prerequisite
• To find the best product mall.com.
for success in students' overall
curricula. Based upon these ob
servations, there comes another.
Less apparent reasons for giving
this test must exist, reasons that
have gone unstated for so long,
the real motives for this test may
French emperor Napoleon Bonaparte was descended from
well be forgotten. As students
nobility and originally spelled his last name the Italian way,
Buonaparte.
preparing to take the Regents'
Test in the near future, I would
hope that you would be very in
terested in what these "less appar
ent" reasons might be. Thanks to
school publications such as The
Inkwell, we will beable to explore
some of these reasons in the next
Steve,
issue. See you there!

Internet News § Note!

Surfing And Shopping On The %

Here's to many more months of happiness togelhn
Happy Valentine's bay. my Seetheart!
With fill

of my Heart...and fill

of ltly Soul...

7o my barling toe,
bon t ever Leaf me- Stay hy my side.
Love, your fidam
Jo Voohy Hear,
Irom your favorite fat cat-

It pinn ed to his sleeve for the evening.

"i-r

J

"°™ «" 18th century Engl
special valentine from a Jar and had to wear

Hteet you at midnight for a special treat- £C
Jo Ronnie,
Jhe ansuer is yes- Love Katie

4*

i
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Corporate Lingo
from Sculpt2

walking into a company in perpatient expired on the floor
petual chaos."
uneventfully.

REQUIRES TEAM LEADER- Pa,l/ent has left his white blood
''COMPETITIVE SALARY:
* an°ther hosPltaL
« We remain competitive by SHIP SKILLS:" You'll have the
paying less th an our competi- resPonsibilities of a manager, Patient was becoming more dewithout the pay or respect."
mented with urinary frequency.
tors.
JOIN OUR FAST-PACED
COMPANY: " We have no time
to train you; you 'll have to in
troduce yourself to your co
workers."

GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS: " The boss is so
screwed up she can't make sense
of her own handwriting, so
you'll be expected to do her
thinking for her and make out
like it's her idea all along."

SEEKING EN THUSIASTIC,
FUN, HARD WORKING,
PEOPLE: "...who still live with From: Michelle Roberts
their parents and won't mind our
internship-level salaries."

Doctors Notes

CASUAL WORK ATMO
SPHERE: " We don't pay
enough to expect that you'll
dress up ; well, a couple of the
real daring guys wear earrings."

The following quotes were taken
from actual medical records dic
tated by physicians. They ap
peared in a column written by
Richard Lederer, Ph.D., for the

She slipped on the ice and ap
parently her legs went in sepa
rate directions in early Decem
ber.
The patient left the hospital feel
ing much better except for her
original complaints.

SOME OVERTIME RE Patient has chest pain if she lies
QUIRED: " Some time each on her left side for over a year.
night and some time each week
The patient states there is a burn
end."
ing pain in his penis which goes
to his feet.
DUTIES WILL VARY: " Any
one in the office can boss you On the second day the knee was
around."
better and on the third day it had
completely disappeared.
MUST HAVE AN EYE FOR
DETAIL: " We have no quality The patient has been depressed
ever since she began seeing me
control."
in 1983.

Let us write your Valentine!
Come to the Writing Center in
Gamble 109
February 12-14
Choose the card you want:
from the original verse by students to
Sonnets by Shakespeare and Browning!
We'll personalize your card and include
a Valentine's Day treat.

Love and Candy— What could
be better?

Journal of Court Reporting.

JOIN OUR DYNAMIC TEAM: By the time he was admitted, his
" We all listen to nutty motiva rapid heart had stopped, and he
tional tapes."
was >feeling better.

COLLEGE DEGREE PRE
FERRED: " Unless you wasted
those four years studying some
thing useless like philosophy,
English or religion."

The patient's past medical his
tory has been remarkably insig
nificant with only a 40 pound
weight gain in the past three
days.

Card and Candy together for $2.50
The human brain is made up
of more than eight billion cells.

I will be happy to go into her GI
system; she seems ready and
anxious.

Patient was released to outpa
tient department without dress
ing.
I have suggested that he
CAREER-MINDED: " Female
loosen
his pants before standing,
Applicants must be childless
and
then,
when he stands with
(and remain that wa y)."
the help of his wife, they should
fall to the floor.
APPLY IN PERSO N: " If we
think yo u're old, fat or ugly The patient is tearful and crying
you'll be told the position has constantly. She also appears to
been filled."
be depressed.

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE:
" We've filled the job; our call
for resumes is just a legal for
mality."

Discharge status: Alive but
without permission. The patient
will need disposition,and there
fore we will get Dr. Blank to dis
pose of him.

SEEKING CANDIDATES
WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF
EXPERIENCE: "You'll need it
to replace three people who just
left."

Healthy appearing decrepit 69
year-old male, mentally alert but
forgetful.
The patient refused an autopsy.

P R O B L E M - S O L V I N G The patient has no past history
SKILLS A MUST: " You're of suicides.

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY T O THE TOP.
develop the leadership
If you didn't sign up
skills and self-confi
for ROTC as a freshman
dence you need to
or sophomore, you can
succeed in college and
catch up this summer by
beyond. And you may
attending Army ROTC
qualify for advanced
Camp Challenge, a paid
officer training when
five-week course in
you return to campus
leadership.
next fall.
Apply now! You'll
IxCELtENCp

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE C OURSE Y OU C AN TA KE
For details, visit the Aquatics Center,
or call 927-5206/5207.
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Applications Avail
able for GCA Folklife
Project Grants

^G]IB©Q0ffl6©DLB©IBt3s/®[p[p®fPOfflQ]9G9©g
Education Day Care 1998

MONEY FOR SUMMER TUlTlf,.

by Alicia Ashcraft
Students who want to receive financial aid for SUm
ter must complete a financial aid summer application This^
cation is a one page form and a requirement for receivin ^
financial aid. Deadline for summer application su bm
Sl°E
March 1st.

March 4, 1998
12:00-5:00
The Georgia Council for the
aquatics and Recreation Center
Arts (GCA) is now making
guidelines and applications
What is it?
available for folklife grants for
A job fair for individuals interested in teaching PK-12.
the coming fiscal year. Folklife
The two requirements that are necessary for receivi
grants are awardedeach year for
mer financial aid are:
projects that recognize, pre
How do I attend?
1. A completed green 1997-1998 FAFSA.
serve, and educate the public
2.
A summer application.
Sign-up
in
Student
Affairs,
2nd
floor
of
the
MCC
about the state's traditional folk
between: February 16,1998-February 25,1998
Applications for summer need to be submitted to the f
culture. Each organization's pro
posal will be evaluated by an
cial aid office by March, to ensure that financial aid monies*
927-5269
advisory panel comprised of
be available for summer quarter. Please contact the financi
folklorists, historians, anthro
office if you have any questions. Summer applications win!
If you plan to interview make sure to bring several
pologists, and arts administra
available
outside of the financial aid office February 1st
copies of your resume to the fair. If you aren't ready to
tors, Applications can be funded
up to $5,000 for the fiscal year
interview, you may stop by and speak with the recruiters
beginning July 1,1998.
about the field of education.
Special Home Basketball Game
"Folklife and folk arts are
those expressive traditionsNights Homecoming
Who will be there?
craft, music dance- that are
Saturday, February 7
maintained within cultural com
School systems for Georgia and surrounding states.
munities whose members share
AASU vs Columbus State
a common ethnic heritage, oc
Women's Game 2 p.m.
*Mock interview Day -February 25, 1998
cupation, religion, or geo
Men's Game
4 p.m.
*Free lunch for those participating in Education Majors,
graphic region, " said Maggie
Arts and Sciences, and Graduate School Admissions.
Holtzberg, director of GCA's
Folklife Program. "Folklife is
Fairway Lincoln Mercury Mazda Night
often found outside the realm of
Wednesday, February 11
what many people think of as For further information and ap
art-- in local dance halls,
AASU vs Kennesaw State
nj, at plication materials, contact:
— -•
cattle auctions, on-air gospel Dr-Richard Nordquist, Office of
Women's Game 5:30 p.m.
FREE T-SHIRT
radio stations, in work places of Nontraditional Learning, phone
Men's Game
7:30 p.m.
all kinds, at fiddling conven- ^ 1 ^ 921-5626
+$1000
Pick up your free tickets from Fairway Lincoln
tions, or shape note singings, ^~tnail.richard_nordquist@
ma
atear
Credit
Card
fundraisers
and in places of worship. The
ilg
mstrong.edu
Mercuiy Mazda
for fraternities, sororities
projects we fund encourage
& groups. Any campus
communities todocument, inter- Estimated cost: $3,695 (includes
organization
can raise up to
round
tri
pret, and present these folk tra" P airfare, lodging,
$1000
by
earning
a whopping
ditions."
meals, excursions, theatre tick$5.00/VlSA application.
ets;
ex(dudes
The application deadline is
cost of University
Armstrong Atlantic Women's Basketball team
Calll-800-932-0528 ext 65.
April 1, 1998, with a letter of of Georg>a tuition). Financial
Qualified callers receive
is presenting a "Women In Sports" clinic for Girl Sc
intent due February 15th. The a*d: Partial scholarships and/ or
FREE T-SHIRT.
ass
stan
ages
7-14. The clinic is free and will be held in theSp
Folklife Grant Program is a col- i tships may be available
for
laborative effort with the Georeligible applicants,
Center Alumni Arena at Armstrong Atlantic, Sund,,
gia Humanities Council. To re
February 8, 2-4 p.m. Call 921-2081 to register,
quest an application, call 404/ Application deadline:
EARN
651-7920.
S750-S1500/WEEK
March 1, 1998
Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a VISA
fundraiser on your campus.
Dear Dr. Whitney,
her in trouble, but since I amtt
No investment & very little time
have a job at the mall which assistant manager, I feel 1 to
needed. There's no obligation, so
The British Studies Program
ve been working atfor about ten to turn her in. Can you help ®
why not call for information today.
is open to all college and uni
months. I m friends with all of
Sincerely
1-800-323-8454 x 95
versity students in good aca
ther
empl
yees
and
Un °.
°
I love
Frustrated at the mall
demic standing—University
working there. Just recently, I've
System of Georgia and other
received a pay raise anda promo- Dear Frustrated,
wise. Up to 12 quarter hours of
DRIVE ON OUR BEACHES & PARTY
tionto Assistant Manager.
You need tofigure out when
credit (undergraduate or gradu
J here s one particular girl that you're priorities lie. Are the!
ate) is available: British Culture
_
1
m
really good fnends with. She with your friend orare they ^
(5), British Theatre (5), LiteraBeautiful Florida Beaches I
as
done
so much for me. She your job. You have two options
ftire of London (2). In addition,
gives
me
rides home and some- you either turn her in o t f
independent study projects can
Big Pool Deck Parties
We, 11 go,out t0 dinner
don't. If you don't turn heris
be arranged for students with
u
work and she 1, nay . If ,t wasn't she'll get away with it and she'C
particular course needs and spe
cial academic interests.
inh 5? W°U d" t,eVen have the still be your friend. However
sf!e.heIped me 8et «• what if your superiors finds to
Supervision and instruction
6 DAYS - 8 D AYS R OOM P ACKAGES
by Dr. Richard Nordquist, Pro
f?o whl T
'u eWnightS there is merchandise missing"
fessor of English at Armstrong
ago when I was at her house, I Who are they going to b lame
Atlantic State University; Dr.
per
chid Tl u W011h °f mer" You> because you ^in cW
student
Mark Finlay, Assistant Professor
roll ShT A
^ bGd" P,us'you ^ow with stolen met
of History and Director of the
•Daytona Beach
13
U
excuses as t" if ?
kinds of chandise, prices have to g o
honors Program at AASU; and
SprbgBreakM«Mhfed
y S
d
but and Paychecks have to b e to
she
wasn't
mak'
Dr. Keith Conne lly of the Uni
she
wasn
t
making
any
sense.
and in
that's
for eveiy
evei^
a,,u
1-800-826-1711
T Hnn't
C
,
ai s not
not fair
rair ror
versity of London.
d
She
s
else
If
www
mv
"'° °'
'
'
"° »n. her in. *
my tnend and I don t want to get
Cotinued on page 11
•i*

Mi

Girl Scout Basketball Clinic

Ask Dr. Whitney

Study in London/
Summer '98

MIGHT CLUB

$79

DESERT INN
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Neal Purvis and Robert Wade To Pen Next
James Bond Film, Code-Named Bond 19
r(h

Hot on the heels of the blockbuster op ening of Tomorrow
Never Dies, Uni ted Artist s and
Danjaq have enlisted the writing
duo of N eal Purvi s and Robert
Wade to pen the 19th installment
in the lames Bond series, co denamedBond 19, it was announced
today b y p roducers Michael G.
Wilson and B arbara Broccoli of
Danjaq and Lindsay Doran, President and Chief Operating Officer
« o f United A rtists Pictures.
Tomorrow Never Dies,
which has grossed a spectacular
$105 million in No rth America
to date, will surpass 1995's
GoldenEye as the highest-grossing Bond film ever with its current 31% improvement over the
comparable playing time for that
film. Tomorrow Never Dies has
grossed $ 141 million interna-

Georgia Art Educators at Capitol Gallery Second
Annual Exhibition: January 12 - March 6,1998

tionall y to date.
Atlanta/ Statewide- The
"Neal and Robert are an ex- exhibition at the Capitol Gallery
citingly fresh team with just the from January 12th to March 6th
right mix of edginess and so- features 39 works- including
phistication to ensure the contin- painting, photography, and
ued winning streak of this spec- sculpture— from 25 members of
tacular franchise," Doran says. the Georgia Art Educators As
Purvis and Wade, whose sociation (GAEA). This juried
credits include the forthcoming exhibition of artist/ educators'
Plunkett & Macleane at Poly- work coincides with the annual
gram, also co-wrote the British Youth Art Month exhibit held at
thriller Let Him Have It.
Twin Towers in February, form
Bond 19 will once again be ing a joint celebration of the
produced by Michael G. Wilson artists and arts education. The
and Barbara Broccoli, who carry Capitol Gallery is located in the
on the family tradition founded lobby area of the Governor's
by the late Albert R. "Cubby" Office, Room 203, State Capi
Broccoli, who 35 years ago be tol. This year's larger show ex
gan the most successful film tends into the Secretary of
franchise in cinema history with State's Office as well.
the groundbreaking Dr. No.
The works exhibited were
Bond 19 is targeted for a No- selected by the Georgia Council
vember 19, 1999 release date.

for the Arts (GCA) from over
100 submissions by members of
GAEA, representing educators
from the kindergarten through the
college and university levels. The
exhibiting artists include
Armstrong's own Tom Cato and
Georgia Southern's Bill Little and
Bruce E. little of Savannah.
"The exhibition features
portraits, still lifes, and land
scapes inspired by scenes in
Georgia, Bermuda, and France,"
said Richard Waterhouse, Visual
Arts Grants Manager for the
Georgia Council for the Arts
(GCA) and curator of the Capi
tol Gallery. "I was impressed by
the quality of works submitted,"
he continued. "This second
show is larger than the first, and
includes new media and new
exhibitors."
Bruce E. Little holds BFA
and MFA degrees in drawing
and painting from Auburn Uni
versity, as well as a doctorate in
art education from the Univer
sity of Georgia. Dr. Little cur
rently serves as Associate Pro
fessor of Art at Georgia South
ern University, and exhibits and
lectures extensively. His work is
in many private, public and cor
porate collections, and he has
won several awards for teaching

excellence, including Distin
guished Georgia Educator and
Art Educator of the Year in
Higher Education. The National
Art Education Association se
lected Little to edit its 1990 pub
lication, Secondary Art Educa
tion: An Anthology of Issues.
Dr. Little is serving as President
of the Georgia Art Education
Association from 1997 to 1999.
Tom Cato completed his
BFA degree in painting and
drawing in 1973, and his M.Ed.
in Administration and Supervi
sion in 1978 at Valdosta S tate
College; he is currently complet
ing an Ed.D. degree at the Uni
versity of Georgia in art educa
tion. Cato was an assistant pro
fessor at Georgia Southern Uni
versity from 1990-93, and cur
rently heads up the art education
program at Armstrong Atlantic
State University in Savannah. A
practicing artist and educator
since 1973, Cato has exhibited
and lectured widely in Georgia
and the Southeast. He taught art
in public school settings for ten
years, was in demand as an artist-in-residence with the Geor
gia Council for the Arts in the
1980's. Among his specialties,
Cato is a muralist and is adept
at using technology to teach art.

Dear Dr. Whitney Continued

TL-| Pfiaannlnan Hugh Laurie, John Goodman and Oirecfor
I HP DOITOWerS Peter Beuift on the set of The Borrowers
The B orrowers, starring
John Goodman and Jim
Broadbent is coming to a theatre
near you. Polygram En tertain
ment presents a classic movie
based on the internationally be
loved children's books by Mary
Norton. The f irst Borrowers
book w as published in 1952.
The books were based on
Norton's c hildhood, when she
Used to p lay elab orate games
'''"h small painted china dolls on
'he floor of her home.
The Bor rowers are miniature P e°ple who coexist along^'de of humans. They reside un
der the floorboards of our homes
and offices, taking great pains to

go undetected as they inge
niously procure and live off of
borrowed items like pens, mis
matched socks, hair pins, jew
elry and the like.
When Peter Hewitt was first
given the script of The Borrow
ers by producer Tim Bevan in
1995, he was eager to take on
the challenge of bringing such a
unique project to the screen, but
confessed, "It seemed like a
technical nightmare, but I
wanted to make the best little
people movie ever."
A big part of the attraction
was the special effects and how
to use them. "The best special
effects films," says Hewitt," are

those where the effects are sec
ondary to the story. They exist
to help tell the story- help you
meet and enjoy the characters.
The technology exists now to
construct any shot you want.
Following it through, getting the
elements and pulling it off is the
work."
If you are a fan of Hansen,
you might be interested inknow
ing that their song "Weird" will
be part of the movie soundtract.
Bevan states, "I hope with a
family like the borrowers, audi
ences will be absorbed by the
story and above all, enjoy the
magic." The Borrowers is rated
PG.

may get fired and she may end
up resenting you, but she'll get
over it. You are only doing what
you were made Assistant Man
ager to do. You save the com
pany and the customers money.
If she keeps reminding you of
all of the stuff she's done for
you, just thank her for every
thing and leave it at that. Just
start taking the bus home. Got
out to eat with someone else. A
good friend wouldn't have put
you in such an awkward posi
tion to begin with. She was us
ing your power to her advan
tage, and that's not fair. Just
think, what if she wasn't your
friend, would you be as lenient?
Just figure whom your loyalties
belong, and it will work out.
Dear Dr. Whitney,
I am having problems at
home. I am 18-years old, in col
lege, have a car and a steady job,
and my mom still treats me like
I'm twelve. It makes me mad,
because she always has to know
where I'm going, always bosses
me around, and she still gives

me a curfew. A curfew!! All I
want is a little independence
and freedom. Whatshould I do?
Locked-Down In Savannah

Dear Locked-Down,
What did you expect? You
still live at home.It's only natu
ral you're mom's going to treat
you like a little kid. You are her
child. Just because you're all
grown up and in college doesn't
mean she's going to let you run
amuck. You l ive under your
parent's roof, so you have to
abide by their rules. If you are
uncomfortable with that, there
is one thing you can do. MOVE
OUT. See what it's like to be
on your own with no curfew and
no rales. It has its advantages
=S"d i l has its draw backs, but
you won't know unless you do it. If there is some reason why
you can't move out, then you're
going to have to live with
momma treating you like an 8th
grader until you can get out on
your own.

Yowr Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Advice you receive may be off the
mark. Guests could drop by at an
inappropriate time or someone you're
expecting later in the week may be
delayed in arriving. Be flexible this
weekend.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
You may be talking to someone this
week who has a big line. Remain
properly skeptical. Keep business
aims realistic. Weekend social plans
may be subject to change.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) In
your pursuit of good times, remember
to honor prior commitments and stay
on top of responsibilities. It's not the
best week for a do-it-yourself project.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
You're in a pleasure-seeking mood
this week and may be inclined to take
foolish risks. Stay away from longshot gambles. This weekend, you're a
bit impulsive in matters of the heart.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
Money owed you may be late in
arriving. Don't part with joint funds
until you check with your mate first.
This weekend, have enjoyable times
without being overly indulgent in
food or drink.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) A family member may be unable
to attend a planned get-together this
week. It's best to be sure of a person's
taste before purchasing a gift. This
weekend, watch your wallet.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) Someone could keep you waiting
early in the week. Be leery of those
who promise more than they can
deliver. Business and pleasure do hot
combine favorably over the weekend.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) Though there'll be
time for socializing this week, you'll
also want to devote some time to a

work-related project. Try not to go
overboard on spending on the home
this weekend.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) The pleasures of food
and drink may be alluring at this time.
Be careful not to abuse your health.
Keep the lines of communication
open this weekend with those close to
you.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) You have some difficulty
making up your mind about a possi
ble purchase. Moderation should be
your keyword this week since you
have a tendency to go to extremes.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) You should be discrimi
nating about which social invitations
you accept. Some are more fruitful
than others and more enjoyable.
Travelers meet with unexpected
expenses this weekend.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) You have innovative business
ideas this week, but it's not the time
to push them. When shopping over
the weekend, be careful not to over
spend on a luxury item. Be sure you
know your prices.
@ 1998 King Features Synd., Inc.
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OUT ON A UMB by GARY KOPERVAS

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING
LETS Go OUTSIDE AMP PLAY
'ALIEN TA&...Y0U BE THE
GRANDPA ALiEN AND TUBE
THE GRANDSON A LIEN!

elust coll me Bunrvj.

V\\ '

When the air temperature is 85
degrees, it feels like 78 at zero
percent humidity, 88 at 50 per
cent humidity and 108 at 100
percent humidity.

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY
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KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
l Bivouac
5 Kids' card
game
8 Goya
subject
12 Iridescent
stone
13 Altar
affirmative
14 Holly
15 Many
people put
a stop to it
17 Chutzpah
18 Nay
undoer
19 For some
time
21 Spectrum
producer
24 Difficulty
25 Lyricist's
topic
261 can see
my house
from here
30 Put to
work
31 Data units
32 West of
Hollywood
33 Fuel gauge
35 Kas
parov's
decision
36 Sore
37 Fireplace
tool
38 Swing
and miss
41 Atmo
sphere
42 Beyond
dry
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43 Smartypants
48 Yawn
49 Expert
50 Jet forth
51 "You
said it!"
52 Verily
53 Well
protected
DOWN
1 Bed, in
1 Across
2 Mimic
3 Bad, in
Boulogne
4 Satisfy
5 See
15 Across
6 Okla
homa city
7 Swain

8 Powerful
9 Jai
follower
10 Solidify
11 Wheelbase
terminus
16 P.E.
20 Moo goo
gai pan
21 Advertise
ment
22 Artist
Bonheur
23 Singeractor Burl
24 TV's
Saga!
26 Inciden
tally
27 Frenzied
28 Four-star

31 Siunm"
ing
34 Lass
35 SwafflF
37 Chart f
381016*
39 str#1^'
40 Ready1
41 Cruisii45 ®S
en#|
46Ump
47 Ram's

